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ABSTRACT
Cellular Response to Ordered Collagen Layers on Mica. (May 2012)
Wee Wen Leow, B.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Wonmuk Hwang
Extracellular microenvironment, including its components and biophysical pa-
rameters such as matrix structure and stiffness, is a crucial determinant of cellular
function. There exists an interdependency between cellular behaviors and the ex-
tracellular matrix (ECM), whereby cells are constantly sensing and modifying their
surroundings in response to physical stress or during processes like wound repair,
cancer cell invasion, and morphogenesis, to create an environment which supports
adaptation. To date, knowledge of the distint regulatory mechanisms of this com-
plex relationship is little, while the urge is evident as it plays a significant role in
understanding tissue remodeling. Cells are observed to align with the parallel arrays
of collagen fibrils found in tissues such as bone, tendon, and cornea, suggesting the
importance of ordered matrices in defining cell functions. In this study, epitaxial
growth of ordered two-dimensional collagen matrices were created, with parallelly
aligned fibrils on muscovite mica, and novel triangular pattern matrix on phlogopite
mica. Using Fluorescence and Atomic Force Microscopy, we were able to observe cell
polarization along with stress fiber formation and matrix deformation at high resolu-
tion. Cells were observed to be able to penetrate between collagen fibrils and generate
traction anisotropically to polarize. These ordered collagen matrices serve as an ex-
cellent model to study cellular remodeling of ECM in vitro, in which this fundamental
apprehension of cell-matrix relationship is of crucial importance to manipulate the
system and obtain desired cell functions.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION∗
Cellular system exhibits two contradictory properties: robust and dynamic, where
robust architecture is required for cells’ survival while dynamic plasticity reflects the
ability of cells to adapt to changing environment1. Microenvironment of cells is com-
posed of other cells, the extracellular matrix (ECM), and various molecular factors
which are involved in cell signaling. Cells constantly interact and remodel the sur-
roundings via biochemical and biomechanical feedback loops to achieve homeostasis,
which is critical to their survival. The complex interactions between cells and the
extracellular microenvironment define various physiologial and pathological events
including tissue morphogenesis2, wound healing3, and cancer cell metastasis4. Mi-
cromechanics of the ECM have shown to tremendously impact cell behaviors and
functions as much as soluble factors do5,6. Physical parameters such as matrix ge-
ometry and stiffness can significantly affect cell survival7, polarity8, migration9–11,
proliferation12, and differentiation6,13. Meanwhile, cells constantly modify and re-
structure the ECM14, leading to a complex interdependency between cells and the
ECM. Therefore, it is crucial to understand this intricated interactions between cells
and the ECM for better apprehension of how they function together in forming com-
plex tissues.
∗Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from Leow, W. W. and Hwang,
W. Epitaxially guided assembly of collagen layers on mica surfaces. Langmuir 27(17),
10907–10913 (2011). Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
This thesis follows the style and format of Nature.
2A. Ordered two-dimensional collagen layers
Collagen type I is the major component of ECM. It forms fibrillar structure and is an
extremely versatile tissue scaffold. Collagens self-assemble in a hierarchical manner
to form ordered arrays in the extracellular matrix such as cornea, tendon, bone, and
cartilage15–19. Collagens can also self-assemble in vitro, and the resulting matrices are
used as two- and three-dimensional scaffolds for cells20,21, to coat non-biological sur-
faces for enhanced bio-compatibility22, for functionalized surface patterning23,24, and
even in microelectronics applications as a template for generating silicon nanowires25.
Better understanding and control of the self-assembly process of collagen thus has
both fundamental and practical importance.
In an earlier research, we use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study the self-
assembly process of collagen on flat substrates26. On muscovite mica, which is the
most widely used substrate for AFM, collagens show a variety of assembly morphol-
ogy depending on the pH and electrolyte composition of the buffer27,28. Under cer-
tain conditions, unidirectionally aligned layer of collagen forms with the D-periodic
band27,29. Hereafter, we refer a D-periodic band simply as a D-period. Formation of a
D-period indicates collagen molecules in a fibril are ordered in a native-like manner30.
We then compare assembly of collagen on muscovite mica with that on a less widely
used phlogopite mica, where the latter is known to preserve the surface hexagonal
symmetry whereas muscovite does not31,32. On phlogopite, collagens assembled into a
novel triangular network where individual fibril possesses a D-period. By comparing
changes in the assembly morphology on both types of mica at different KCl concen-
trations, we find that K+ affects the assembly by binding to the mica, which reduces
the binding affinity of collagen and enhances surface diffusion of the weakly adsorbed
collagen molecules. These results suggest that the assembly of collagen on mica oc-
3curs via the initial adsorption to mica, surface diffusion, nucleation and growth into a
two-dimensional network of fibrils. The mica lattice determines the growth direction
of fibrils during the nucleation step, while potassium affects surface adsorption and
diffusion of collagen molecules by neutralizing the mica surface.
B. Cell adhesion via mechanotransduction
Cells sense and relate to the physcial environment using a phenomenon known as
mechanotransduction. Mechanotransduction are based on various physical aspects,
but the molecular mechanisms underlying each system are rather specific33. Cell at-
tachment to the ECM is the first and most crucial criteria to the complex cell-matrix
interactions. Most evidence suggests that cells utilize integrin-based sites of adhe-
sion, or focal adhesion, in its mechanotransduction process for rigidity sensing and to
mediate force transmission from cell to subtrate34,35. Focal adhesion serves as the in-
termediate which links intracellular actin cytoskeleton and the ECM. It has two major
functions: (i) to provide structural support to maintain adhesion to substrate and (ii)
to serve as strong signaling center to activate many important signaling cascades36.
ECM contains specific domains which serve as the ligands for integrin binding. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, cell adhesion involves activation of integrins by binding with the
ECM, while the intracellular domains of integrins are bound to actin cytoskeleton
via adaptor proteins such as talin, α-actinin, filamin, and vinculin. Recruitment of
intracellular signalling proteins, such as focal adhesion kinase (FAK) at this integrin-
adapter protein-cytoskeleton complex forms the basis of adhesion complexes, which
then mature into focal adhesions with clustering of integrins to increase their avidity
and further increased integrin packing density. Mature adhesion often acts as a check-
point for critical celllular decisions, such as migration, proliferation, and also matrix
4remodeling which leads to change in tissue mechanics, thus generating the feedback
loops between the cell and its microenvironment33.
C. Cellular remodeling of ECM
Many previous studies of cell-matrix interactions have been performed on different
artificial cell-culture substrates to illustrate how changes in cellular behaviors are
correlated to matrix mechanical properties12,37–39. Wrinkles observed on the thin
elastic substrate was evidence of deformation generated by cell contractility37. More
recently, two-dimentional collagen layers were developed to study cell-matrix interac-
tions, where parallelly aligned collagen fibrils were self-assembled on mica under opti-
mum salt and pH conditions21,26,40. Friedrichs et al. showed that human osteoblast-
like cells (SAOS) can polarize on aligned collagen layers with D-period, but not on
cross-linked layers, or layers without D-period21. In Fig. 2, upon cell seeding, pro-
trusions are formed in all directions as cells sample the surrounding. As adhesion
complexes formed, cells begin to exert pulling forces in all directions. Non-periodic
collagen fibrils are mechanically weak and thus rupture as cells pull, whereas on matrix
with aligned collagen fibrils with D-period, cells are able to establish strong traction
along the direction of fibrils, while high pliability in the direction perpendicular to
fibril alignment, hence resulting in cell polarization in the direction of fibril alignment.
Cross-linked collagen layers provide isotropic traction to cells and hence cells cannot
polarize. The role of integrin α2β1 in cell attachment and alignment on collagen lay-
ers were demonstrated in this study, along with other studies using retinal pigment
epithelium cell41, corneal endothelial cell42, and human melanoma cell43. Besides,
cell shape and alignment index were analyzed using phase contrast images41,42. The
aligned collagen layers were used to study the dependency of proteolysis on cell ad-
5hesion to the matrix and force generation43. Combining fluorescence microscopy and
AFM, the study shows blocking of integrin α2β1 (cell adhesion), actin polymerization
and myosin II (force generation and rigidity sensing) effectively lowers the proteolysis
of collagen layers by cells.
In this study, 2D aligned and triangular-patterned collagen layers capable of
supporting cells are created, while the methods and proposed theory will be discussed
here. We use Fluoresence Microscopy and AFM to elucidate the change in cell shape in
relation to the matrix deformation on these collagen layers. 2D ordered collagen layers
serve as an excellent model to study matrix remodeling as it resembles the ordered
ECM environment in tissues such tendon and cornea. It also allows deformation
of individual collagen fibrils to be visualized under AFM, making quantification of
matrix deformation possible.
6CHAPTER II
MATERIALS AND METHODS∗
The overview of the experimental procedures is illustrated in Fig. 3. A freshly cleaved
mica disk was first placed at the center of glass bottom petri dish and affixed by ap-
plying vacuum grease at the mica edges contacting the petri dish. Collagen-buffer
solution was then deposited onto the mica and incubated overnight to allow forma-
tion of 2D ordered collagen layers. Collagens assembled into parallel aligned fibrils
on muscovite mica while triangular network on phlogpite mica. After flushing the
mica with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS), sample was UV-sterilized and seeded
with U2OS cells. Sample was then incubated overnight at 37◦C and subjected to
Fluorescence and AFM imaging after fixing. The transparent mica and glass bottom
petri dish setup allows Light and Fluorescence Microscopy to be possible.
A. Preparation of ordered 2-D collagen layers
Collagen stock was prepared using solubilized type I collagen derived from rat tail
tendon (BD Biosciences 354236) (3.74 mg/ml) with >90% purity by SDS-PAGE. The
stock was diluted with 0.1% acetic acid to 1.65 mg/ml (pH 2.5) and stored at 4◦C,
and was used for experiments for up to 3 months. Collagen sample was prepared
from collagen stock diluted with a buffer to a given concentration, containing 30 mM
Na2HPO4, 10 mM KH2PO4, and optionally 50 mM glycine, at pH 7. The buffer also
contained KCl at 200 mM for samples on muscovite mica and 150 mM for phlogopite
mica.
∗Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from Leow, W. W. and Hwang,
W. Epitaxially guided assembly of collagen layers on mica surfaces. Langmuir 27(17),
10907–10913 (2011). Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
712 mm muscovite mica disks (Grade V1) were purchased from Ted Pella, Inc.
(CA, USA) and phlogopite mica sheets were custom-ordered from Axim Mica (NY,
USA). A mica sheet was freshly cleaved by sticky tape or lifting with razor blade
to ensure clean surface before each experiment. Mica was placed atop a 50 mm
uncoated glass bottom (No. 0) petri dish (MatTek Co., Ashland, MA) with silicone
high vacuum grease (Dow Corning) applied around the mica edges to avoid sample
drifting. For samples used for direct AFM imaging, mica was affixed on a metal disk
with double sided tape. A 70-µl aliquot of the collagen sample solution was deposited
on mica and incubated at room temperature overnight (>10 hours) in a moisture
chamber to minimize evaporation.
To prepare cross-linked collagen layers, microbial transglutaminase (mTG) was
obtained from Dr. A. Yeh’s lab as a generous gift, inially at 16.67 mg/ml and stored
at -20◦C. Prior to cross-linking, mTG aliquot was diluted with collagen buffer to
0.67 mg/ml. Collagen sample on mica was flushed multiple times in multiple direc-
tions with collagen buffer, followed by 70-µl mTG solution deposition. The sample
was then incubated at room temperature for >10 hours in a moisture chamber.
Before AFM imaging, all samples were gently flushed multiple times with deion-
ized water in multiple flow directions. The mica was then carefully affixed on a metal
disk with double sided tape. Kimwipes were used to carefully remove excess water
from the edges of mica. The mica disk was then left to air-dry for more than 10
minutes in ambient conditions (room temperature), half-covered with a plastic dish.
The dried sample was used for AFM imaging.
8B. Cell culture
U2OS osteosarcoma cells stably expressing GFP-actin (MarinPharm GmbH) were
used between passages 2 and 15 and subcultured in DMEM (GIBCO) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 1 mM
penicillin-streptomycin in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator kept at 37
◦C. Cells were
passaged every 2 to 4 days.
C. Cell seeding and fixing
Prior to cell seeding, all collagen samples were flushed with 1X PBS multiple times
in multiple directions. Samples were then incubated in 1X PBS and sterilized under
UV radiation for 30 mins. Cell seeding was performed under sterile condition. Cells
were at 70%–90% confluence. Cell were trypsinized and roughly a total of 100–200 µl
of 20% cells were added to 7 ml medium in the petri dish containing collagen-coated
mica. Petri dish was then incubated at 37 in 5% CO2 incubator for >24 hours to
allow cell attachment and spreading.
Prior to fluorescence imaging and AFM, cells were fixed under sterile condition
to avoid bacterial growth on samples. Cells were washed with sterilized 1X PBS,
followed by fixing with ice-cold 2% (v/v) glutaldehyde/PBS for 1 min, and ice-cold
4% (v/v) paraformaldehyde/PBS for 30 mins. Samples were then washed extensively
with 1X PBS and used immediately or stored at 4.
D. AFM imaging
The AFM (Veeco CP-II, CA, U.S.A.) was operated in air at room temperature with a
100×100 µm2 piezoelectric large area scanner. Antimony doped silicon probe (Veeco
Probes, FESP7) with a nominal force constant of 2.8 N/m was used. Imaging was
9performed in the non-contact tapping mode (NCM) with a driving frequency near the
the nominal resonance frequency of the cantilever (∼75 kHz). The NCM amplitude
was maintained at about 70 nm, the signal to noise ratio was higher than 10, and
the gain ranging from 0.1–0.3. The scanning speed was 1 Hz for small-area scans
(<2 µm) and decreased when scanning larger areas to ensure image quality.
Image analysis and processing were performed in the di-SPMLab software. Only
basic image processing including leveling and adjustment to the contrast histogram
were done. Line analysis was performed to measure heights and lengths of col-
lagens. Fibril height was averaged over 10 measurements and the length of a D-
period was obtained from an average over 10 measurements where each measurement
was on a straight region of a fibril with about 10 pitches. Data are presented as
[average±standard deviation].
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS∗
A. Formation of 2D collagen layers
Collagen assembly on a flat substrate follows the surface adsorption, diffusion, nu-
cleation, and growth pathway26. Collagens assemble into parallel aligned fibrils on
muscovite mica, while triangular networks are formed on phlogopite mica. Layers
morphology is sensitive to buffer conditions and collagen concentration, particularly
changing the potassium concentration affects the assembly of collagen molecules on
mica. Addition of glycine was found to be necessary for collagen layers to be capable
of supporting cells. Cross-linking the layers with mTG creates an alternative matrix
with isotropic tensile strength to study cellular behaviors.
1. Assembly of unidirectionally aligned collagen layers on muscovite mica
Muscovite mica is a phyllosilicate mineral of aluminium and potassium, with a com-
mon chemical formula KAl2(AlSi3O10)(F,OH)2. Mica has several outstanding prop-
erties which make it an excellent substrate for AFM and Electron Microscope. Basal
cleavage of mica yields a very even, flat, and clean surface for high resolution imag-
ing. Muscovite is lightly brown-tinted, but allows sufficient light transmission for
Fluorescence Microscopy.
In our earlier study, highly aligned collagen fibrils were observed within 1 minute
of incubation on muscovite mica with 10 µg/ml collagen and 200 mM KCl (without
glycine)26. To understand the mechanism for the appearance of order, we observed
∗Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from Leow, W. W. and Hwang,
W. Epitaxially guided assembly of collagen layers on mica surfaces. Langmuir 27(17),
10907–10913 (2011). Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
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collagen assembly at a concentration of 0.5 µg/ml, well below the critical concen-
tration for collagen fibrillogenesis in bulk solution (4.73 µg/ml at 29 ◦C)44. With
200 mM KCl, we incubated the solution on mica for various durations and imaged
with AFM (Fig. 4). At 1 minute, randomly adsorbed molecules are visible (Fig. 4a).
They are approximately 230–320 nm in length, corresponding to the length of a single
collagen molecule30,45. At 18 minute, straight collagen fibrils appear, corresponding
to nucleation events (Fig. 4b, arrow), which become more abundant and grow in size
by 30 minute incubation (Fig. 4c). Their height is 1.1±0.15 nm, consistent with a
single-molecule thick layer. Although D-periodic bands are visible (Fig. 4d), the pe-
riodicity is 88.3±11.97 nm (measured over 4 filaments in 2 images), again indicating
that the molecules in a fibril do not have the native-like packing at this stage.
Since sub-critical concentration of collagen was used, formation of the nascent
fibrils as in Fig. 4b in solution before deposition onto mica was unlikely. The fibrils
appear in parallel with distances comparable to or larger than their own lengths, which
precludes an alignment mechanism due to the liquid crystalline behavior of collagen as
observed in tissues or at very high concentrations (>20 mg/ml)46–48. Initial random
adsorption of collagen molecules and dependence of the assembly process on the
incubation time on mica also exclude the possibility of alignment due to hydrodynamic
flow induced when the solution is deposited on mica. Considering these factors, the
most likely mechanism for the alignment is guidance by the underlying mica lattice.
2. Formation of triangular collagen networks on phlogopite mica
Phlogopite, also known as magnesium mica due to its chemical structure
(KMg3(AlSi3O10(F,OH)2), is a less commonly used substrate. It has a more opaque
appearance with poor light transmittance compare to muscovite and therefore making
Fluorescence Microscopy difficult.
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Compare to muscovite, which is a dioctahedral mica possessing a tetrahedral
tilt, phlogopite is a trioctahedral mica with less lattice distortion31,32,49. This causes
muscovite to possess a surface lattice with broken hexagonal geometry while the
surface geometry is perserved in phlogopite. With 150 mM KCl, collagens assembled
on phlogopite into an extensive triangular network (Fig. 5a). Collagen fibrils also
had the native-like 67-nm D-period and longer ones bent along the triangular pattern
(Fig. 5(a)). The height of the fibrils were 7.08±1.87 nm, which is much greater
than that on muscovite mica under the same condition (1.79±0.37 nm). This is
likely because collagens bundle more extensively since they have a lower affinity for
phlogopite than for muscovite.
3. Layers morphology depends on potassium concentration
Concentration of the potassium, as one of the key ingredients in the buffer, was ob-
served to have profound effects on collagen morphology26. We varied concentration of
KCl and compared morphologies of the collagen network on muscovite and phlogopite
after 30-min incubation (Fig. 6). At 50 mM KCl, a checkerboard-like pattern emerged
on muscovite whereas on phlogopite individual fibrils arranged into a triangular pat-
tern (Fig. 6a,b). Compared to muscovite, less collagens adsorbed to phlogopite and
fibrils grew longer, indicative of a lower affinity and higher surface diffusion of colla-
gen molecules on phlogopite. On muscovite, due to the lower level of diffusion, two
directions of growth may be possible as collagen oligomers at the pre-nucleation stage
(‘protofibrils’) may not be able to rotate to energetically the most favorable direction.
Consistent with this, a small number of collagen fibrils grow in the third direction
(arrow in Fig. 6a). At 100 mM KCl, extensive alignment occurs on muscovite, sug-
gesting that protofibrils of collagen are able to rotate and find the most favorable
direction on mica (Fig. 6c). The enhanced surface diffusion manifests as extensive
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bundling of fibrils on phlogopite (Fig. 6d). Finally, at 400 mM KCl, likely due to the
even higher level of diffusion, collagen molecules and oligomers coalescented into fewer
fibrils (Fig. 6e). Presence of a D-period also suggests that collagen molecules diffuse
axially after forming the fibril. On the other hand, no extensive growth was observed
on phlogopite (Fig. 6f). The already weak interaction between collagen and phlogo-
pite may have been reduced further by neutralization of mica by the surface-bound
K+. Only small aggregates are present, which may be either collapsed monomers or
oligomers. They could be in adsorption-desorption equilibrium with the incubating
solution, or may eventually nucleate fibrils with a prolonged incubation time. These
results indicate that binding of K+ on mica reduces adsorption and enhances surface
diffusion, which in turn affect the morphology of the collagen layer. Our experiments
also suggest that the optimal KCl concentration for extensive ordering of collagen
fibrils with a D-period is 200–400 mM on muscovite and ∼150 mM on phlogopite.
4. Addition of glycine and cross-linking with mTG
Addition of glycine (50 mM) along with collagens created rounder fibrils. Fig. 7
compares collagens formed without glycine (Fig. 7(a)) and with glycine (Fig. 7(b))
on muscovite mica. Fibril height was measured to be 6.11±2.18 nm without glycine
and 12.71±2.01 nm with glycine (Fig. 7(c)). In both cases, the periodicity was almost
similar (∼68 nm). Samples without glycine failed to sustain incubation in buffer or
cell culture media for more than 2 hours, likely due to hydrolytic degradation of
collagens. Addition of glycine to to the collagen-buffer mixtures allows formation of
more defined collagen layers and enables cell experiments.
On phlogopite mica, fibrils in samples with glycine (Fig. 5b) were observed to
be able to “crawl” over an existing fibril, creating a less defined triangular network.
Cross-linking collagens on phlogopite with mTG was found to have minimal effect on
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altering the collagen morphology (Fig. 5c). In this study, mTG was directly added to
the well formed collagen fibrils and incubated for more than 10 hours to form cross-
linked networks. According to a study, in order for mTG to cross-link collagens, the
collagen triple helix has be to unwound to allow exposure of lysine and glutamine
residues50. Our results indicate that this is not necessary and collagens get to remain
undenatured upon mTG cross-linking.
B. Cell-matrix interactions
1. Anisotropic cellular remodeling of collagen layers on muscovite
Aligned collagen layers formed on muscovite mica were observed to extend their
parallel structure over a large area (at least 100 µm2). These extensively parallel fibrils
possess high tensile strength along the direction of fibril alignment, and high pliability
perpendicular to the alignment direction21. Also, compared to non-periodic collagens
which are known to be weak21, these fibrils possess D-periods which resembles their
native-like structure, therefore making them a highly anisotropic matrix. We observed
fibrils deformation in the direction perpendicular to the alignment direction as a result
of pulling forces between two U2OS cells, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(b) shows a
zoom-in scan of the deformed collagens, where the inset indicates presence of D-
periods on the fibrils.
In another experiment, we imaged U2OS cells on anisotropic collagen layers using
fluorescence microscopy. Fig. 9 shows a typical fluorescence image of U2OS cells on
non-cross-linked collagen layers on muscovite, under 20X objective. Cell density was
high. Stress fiber can be observed as bright straight lines on the image. Cells appeared
to be well spreaded, with majority of the cells polarized in one direction, which is likely
the direction of collagen alignment. To better illucidate the cell-matrix interactions,
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we used AFM to scan different areas on the sample. It was rather difficult to capture
one single cell spreaded on the matrix due to the high cell density and scan size limit
of the AFM. Therefore, combination of AFM scans were produced as a way to speed
up the “search and scan” process, aided by the close-loop AFM scanner with the
capability to track the x and y positions of the scans. Shown in Fig. 10 are two
big AFM images produced by carefully combining scans of the adjacent areas. Cells
could clearly deform the aligned collagen layers. Part of some cells were observed
to penetrate underneath the collagen layers while some formed protrusions over the
matrix. Stress fiber-like strcutures were observed (Fig. 10a) on some of the cells.
Cells were also able to bundle the collagen fibrils during deformation, as shown in
Fig. 10b.
2. Cells on triangular collagen networks on phlogopite
Prior to cross-linking, we failed to observe collagen layers after cells were seeded on
the triangular collagen networks on phlogopite, shown in Fig. 11. Collagen layers were
likely being completely deformed by cells, as we tested the capability of the collagen
layers in surviving pro-longed liquid incubation and chemical fixing. To enhance the
strength of these triangular networks, mTG was used to provide specific enzymatic
cross-links on the layers. Cross-linking with mTG did not change the morphology
of the triangular network, as indicated in Fig. 5(c). U2OS cells were then seeded on
cross-linked triangular collagen matrix on phlogopite, and we observed the matrix
remained undeformed after 23 hours of cells seeding (Fig. 12). Cells appeared to be
rounder compared to the polarized cells on muscovite. Also, cells formed protrusions
which followed one of the three directions of the collagen fibrils (Fig. 12b).
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION∗
A. Formation of 2D collagen layers
Collagens assemble on mica through a similar pathway as in bulk solution, where col-
lagen molecules first adsorb, perform surface diffusion, nucleate a fibril, and grow26.
The initial adsorption is mediated by van der Waals forces as a whole, and more lo-
cally the electrostatic interactions between and the positively charged side chains and
the partially negatively charged mica surface. Formation of uniaxial collagen fibrils
was initially attributed to hydrodynamic flow upon collagen deposition on mica27,
but another study suggested that collagen alignment on mica is quasi-epitaxial, in-
duced by the crystallographic orientation of the mica surface51. The results of our
study supports the latter. Different assembly morphologies on muscovite and phl-
ogopite unambiguously show that the growth direction of collagen fibrils is guided
by the underlying mica lattice. On phlogopite, the triaxial fibrils clearly indicates
that the order is not generated by hydrodynamic flow or liquid crystalline behaviors.
Understanding the lattice structure of mica will help explain epitaxy effect in mica
and the role of K+ in affecting molecules assembly. On muscovite mica, replacement
of Si4+ by Al3+ renders the surface to be negatively charged, which is compensated
for by K+ 52,53. The distortion of the lattice on muscovite31,32,49,54 is caused by the
tilting of the OH group in the octahedral sheet. Also, the OH tilt results in longer
O–H· · ·K+ distance in muscovite compare to phlogopite. With the H atom in the hy-
droxyl group having a partial positive charge, K+ binds less strongly to phlogopite55,
∗Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from Leow, W. W. and Hwang,
W. Epitaxially guided assembly of collagen layers on mica surfaces. Langmuir 27(17),
10907–10913 (2011). Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
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which is consistent with the weaker binding and higher thickness of collagen fibrils on
it. Moreover, for muscovite, K+ preferentially binds to lattice sites with two underly-
ing Al atoms rather than those with one Al atom, which results in lining up of K+ on
alternating rows of the mica lattice56. This may provide additional guidance in the
unidirectional alignment of collagen where individual molecules locate between the
rows of K+ and their positively charged side chains57 interact with the K+-binding
pockets of mica.
However, the mechanism by which mica guides the growth direction of the large
and flexible collagen molecules is unclear. A single collagen molecule is a triple helix
of α-chains, ∼1.4-nm in diameter and 300 nm in length45. By comparison, unit cells of
the surface lattice in muscovite and phlogopite mica are about 0.5×0.9 nm2 (a×b)32.
Earlier studies show the presence of surface electric dipole field on muscovite that
is 75◦ relative to the high-symmetry direction of the lattice49,53. Smaller molecules
such as para-hexaphenyl (a linear chain of six phenyl rings) aligns with the dipole
field and assemble laterally in the [110] and [11¯0] directions of the mica lattice49,58,
where individual molecules orient 15◦ with respect to filament axis. Similarly, Aβ25-
35 that also exhibits an epitaxial growth on mica59,60, forms the so-called amyloid
‘cross-β’ structure where each peptide is perpendicular to the fibril axis61. On the
other hand, collagen assembly in stagger manner and molecules lie along the length
of a fibril. If collagen fibrils align with one or more of the symmetry axes of the mica
lattice51, it will thus be nearly perpendicular to the surface dipole field, whose role
in guiding the alignment is unclear. Presence of surface groove on muscovite mica
due to its broken hexagonal symmetry31,32,49 could also potentially induce alignment
of collagens. Nonetheless, the groove is only 0.7–0.8 A˚ in depth, nearly 1/20 of the
diameter of a collagen molecule. Hence, its role in the alignment of collagen fibrils
would be minor. In reality, it is likely that the growth direction is determined by the
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interplay between multiple factors, including surface topography and electrostatics.
Dependence of collagen morphology on potassium concentration was rather spe-
cific to mica. Within the mica lattice there is a layer of potassium atoms between
silicate sheets that becomes the cleavage plane53. Since about half of potassium atoms
will be removed after cleavage, there will be empty potassium binding pockets, result-
ing in a partially negatively charged surface. On the other hand, collagen molecules
(pI 9.327) are positively charged at neutral pH. Therefore, if the buffer contains insuf-
ficient amount of K+ ions, collagen molecules will adsorb more strongly to the mica
and diffuse less. On muscovite mica, specificity of K+ in affecting molecules assembly
has been demonstrated in the case of the 10-residue long Aβ25-35 peptide59,60. They
assembled into fibers in three directions on muscovite mica. At higher concentration
of cations, adsorption was reduced and filaments did not form. For the inhibitory ef-
fect, about 10-fold less KCl was required than NaCl, suggesting that K+ binds more
tightly to the mica surface60. This also shows that Cl− does not significantly affect
the binding affinity to the mica surface40. The mechanism by which glycine protected
collagen molecules from hydrolytic degration was unclear. One postulation is that
glycine increases the solution viscosity, and possibly changes the surface energy of the
collagen fibril, thereby stabilizes the collagen assembly. Addition of glycine to colla-
gens formed rounder and more defined fibrils which can sustain chemical treatment
such as fixing. The well-formed collagen layers can then be used to study cell-matrix
interactions.
B. 2D collagen layers as a model to study cell-matrix interactions
Upon attachment, cells exert pulling forces in all directions in stay in tension. On
anisotropic collagen layers on muscovite, fibrils were deformed in the direction per-
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pendicular to the alignment direction due to low tensile strength as opposed to the
alignment direction. As a result, cells are expected to polarize in the direction of fibril
alignment21. Fluorescence image shows the presence of stress fibers on U2OS cells
seeded on the non-cross-linked parallel collagen layers (9). Formation of stress fibers
indicates cells are in tension. Stress fibers also indicate focal adhesion formation,
which is important in regulating cell signaling. In our results (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10),
not all cells polarize in the direction of fibrils alignment. Especially in Fig. 10, the
directions of cells polarization were rather random. Stress fibers were observed to
polarize in some cells, while randomly formed in others (Fig. 9). One postulation is
that cells were overcrowded. As one cell deforms the matrix from one direction, an-
other cell near-by tries to pull on the same fibrils, which are now distorted from their
original alignment and therefore cannot provide high tensile strength in the original
alignment direction, resulting in cell polarization in various directions around the
alignment axis. Similar explanation can applied to cells which were observed to be
less polarized, where majority of the surrounding matrix might be dirupted by neigh-
boring cells. As a precaution to future experiment, lower cell density should be used
to clearly visualized the cellular remodeling of collagen layers.
Cell-matrix entanglement can be observed as cells extended their protrusions
over and penetrated below the collagen layers during the cellular remodeling process
(Fig. 10). This complex entanglement of cells and collagen fibrils were observed
in previous study21, and for fibroblasts in 3D collagen matrices where it enhanced
mechanical cell attachment to 3D collagen matrices62. Therefore, cells might achieve
enhanced traction by encompassing the thin collagen fibrils, by increasing cell-matrix
contacts.
Non-cross-linked triangular collagen networks on phlogopite did not survive cell
pulling due to its geometry. These triaxial fibrils are generally short, and do not con-
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nect to each other, therefore fail to sustain cell pulling forces. Hence, cross-linking the
triangular networks with mTG allows these fibrils to connect to each other and create
an isotropic network which can survice cell pulling. In general, cells appeared rounder
which could be explained by uniform tensile strength of the isotropic matrix. Due
to the opaque apperance of phlogopite mica, fluorescence imaging became impossible
with the inverted microscope setup we have, even with very thin layer of mica sheet.
Cells formed protrusions along the directions of fibril directions on phlogopite which
can be attributed to contact guidance. Protrusions are formed when cells need to
make transient adhesions, sample the environment, or during cell locomotion at the
leading edge63. It is of vast interest to observe how cells determine which one of the
three directions to form protrusions and hence migrate on the triangular network.
Further investigation has to be performed to confirm.
2D collagen substrates are generally used for tissue culture coatings and are gen-
erally not suitable for cell growth due to the flat and rigid surfaces which do not
resemble natural tissues. However, the 2D collagen layers created in this study pro-
vide an excellent model to elucidate cell-matrix interactions on ordered matrices and
allows matrix remodeling to be visualized at high resolution. Furthermore, the for-
mation of cell-matrix entanglement on 2D collagen layers resembles similar structures
used to enhance anchorage of cells to ECM in 3D, thereby suggesting the cell-matrix
interactions on 2D collagen layers may involve a considerable 3D component21.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this study, two-dimensional ordered collagen layers were created on mica. Paral-
lel aligned collagen fibrils were formed on muscovite mica while triangular collagen
networks were formed on phlogopite mica. Assembly of these colagen layers were
epitaxially guided, which in general followed the adsorption, surface diffusion, nucle-
ation, and growth pathway. Balance of adsorption and surface diffusion by controlling
potassium ion concentration could change the morphology of collagens on both mus-
covite and phlogopite. These 2D ordered collagen layers were then used to study cell-
matrix interactions. On muscovite mica, aligned collagen layers provide anisotropic
traction for cells. Cells were observed to polarize in the direction of fibrils alignment
and formed stress fibers. Collagens were deformed and bundled as cells extended
over and penetrated under the collagen layers during matrix remodeling process. On
phlogopite mica, cells deformed the untreated triangular networks completely. After
cross-linking, triangular collagen networks provide isotropic traction and cells did not
polarized. Cells also formed protrusions along the fibrils directions. In a nutshell, the
2D ordered collagen layers serve as an excellent model to study cell-matrix interac-
tions in which high resolution images of cellular remodeling of collagen layers provide
useful information about the complex relationship between cells and the ECM.
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APPENDIX A
FIGURES
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the integrin at (A) inactive, (B) active and (C) ho-
mo-oligomerization state. (A) In inactive state, integrins do not bind to ligands
and do not transduce signals. (B) Activation of integrin increases its affinity
to the ligand, the ECM, (C) while clustering the α- and β-transmembrane
domains forms homo-oligomer which increases the avidity of the complexes,
aiding the formation of a focal adhesion. F-actin: Filamentous actin (Figure
obtained from Ref. 64 ).
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Fig. 2. AFM images of SAOS cell (Figure 2 from Ref. 21)1 seeded on 2D aligned col-
lagen layers. (a) Cell seeded on aligned collagen layers with D-period, showing
cell polarization. (b) Cell seeded on non-periodic collagen layers, rupture of col-
lagen fibrils observed and cell did not polarize. (c) Cell on cross-linked collagen
layers showing neither cell polarization nor collagen deformation. (d) Model
illustrating differences in matrix rigidity between D-periodic and non-periodic
matrices affect cell polarization.
1Part of the data reported is reprinted from Friedrichs, J., Taubenberger, A.,
Franz, C. M., and Mu¨ller, D. J. Cellular remodelling of individual collagen fibrils
visualized by time-lapse AFM. J. Mol. Biol. 372(3), 594–607 (2007). Copyright
(2007), with permission from Elsevier.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the materials and methods. (a) Fresh cleaved mica was affixed
to the glass bottom petri dish using vacuum grease around the mica edges
contacting the petri dish. (b) Collagen-buffer solution was deposited onto the
mica and incubated at room temperature overnight. On muscovite mica, colla-
gen assembled into parallel fibrils; on phlogopite, triangular network. (c) Cells
were seeded onto the collagen layers, incubated overnight at 37◦C. (d) Cells
were fixed and observed using Fluorescence Microscopy and AFM.
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Fig. 4. Early stages of collagen assembly on muscovite26. 0.5 µg/ml collagen with
200 mM KCl. (a) 1-min incubation, showing randomly adsorbed collagen
monomers. (b) 18-min incubation. A nascent fibril is marked by an arrow.
(c,d) 30-min incubation, showing emergence of fibrils aligned in parallel. D-pe-
riod is visible in (d).
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Fig. 5. AFM topography of triangular collagen networks on phlogopite, comparing the
effects of glycine. Collagen concentration was 10 µg/ml for (a) and (b), and
30 µg/ml in (c). Incubated overnight. (a) Without glycine. (b) Glycine added
to the sample, blue arrow denotes fibril crawling over the others instead of
bending as with the case without glycine in (a). (c) Collagens with glycine
cross-linked with mTG.
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Fig. 6. Effect of K+ on collagen assembly26. (a,c,e) Muscovite, (b,d,f) Phlogopite. All
images are with 5 µg/ml collagen and 30-min incubation time. (a,b) 50 mM
KCl. (a) Checkerboard-like, (b) triangular patterns. Arrow in (a) marks col-
lagen fibrils aligned in a third direction. (c,d) 100 mM KCl. (c) Mostly unidi-
rectional alignment, (d) bundling of collagen fibrils in the triangular pattern.
(e,f) 400 mM KCl (e) Growth of parallel, thicker fibrils with D-periods, (f) no
extensive assembly on phlogopite mica, suggesting weak adsorption.
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Fig. 7. AFM topography of aligned collagen fibrils on muscovite mica, comparing the
effects of glycine. Collagen concentration at 30 µg/ml, incubated overnight.
(a) Without glycine. (b) With glycine. (c) The height profiles of the fibrils
without glycine (top) and with glycine (below).
Fig. 8. AFM topography of collagens and cells on muscovite mica after 20 hours of cell
seeding. Sample was fixed and dried. (a) Two cells pulling the anisotropic col-
lagen fibrils resulting in matrix deformation. Blue arrow indicates cell pulling
direction. (b) Zoom-in scan of the deformed fibrils, where inset shows presence
of D-periods along the fibril.
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Fig. 9. Fluorescence image of U2OS cells on non-cross-linked aligned collagens on mus-
covite, taken 22.5 hours after cell seeding. Sample was fixed. Blue arrow in-
dicates presence of stress fiber. Red double-ended arrow indicates overall cell
polarization direction.
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Fig. 10. Combination of AFM topography scans of collagens and cells on muscovite
mica after 22.5 hours of cell seeding. Sample was fixed and dried. (a) Collagen
deformation was apparent as cells reached out and pull (blue arrow). Part
of some cells could penetrate underneath the collagen layers (black arrow).
Stress fiber-like structures were observed (light blue arrow). (b) Collagen
bundling was observed as cells deform the matrix (yellow arrow).
Fig. 11. AFM topography of collagens and cells on non-cross-linked collagens on phl-
ogopite mica after 22 hours of cell seeding. Sample was fixed and dried. No
collagens were observed.
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Fig. 12. AFM topography of collagens and cells on cross-linked collagens on phlogopite
mica after 23 hours of cell seeding. Sample was fixed and dried. No apparent
matrix deformation were observed. (a) Blue circlea indicate cells formed pro-
trusions along the fibril directions. (b) A larger scan. Cells appeared rounder
compared to the case of muscovite mica.
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